
Water Egg  FAQ

What Water Eggs Do You Have ?

Water Egg Jug 1.5 litre

4.3 litre Water Eggs on Oak, Sapple, Oak Stands

Why the Egg Shape ? 

The egg, sphere and torus shape creates continuous circulation. This circulation structures contents, 
adds life force and makes a smoother, more mellow wine, water or chicken.

PHI proportions in the egg generate endless PHI spirals that bring in natural PHI energies that add 
more energy, vitality and structure to water (wine or chicken).



Where are the PHI Spirals in a Water Egg ?

PHI Spirals in Plants and Flowers

Do both Water Eggs have inbuilt Personal PHI Harmonisers ?

Yes, one is set in the base of the Water Egg Jig and there's one in the lid of the 4.3 litre Water Egg.

How Does Water Circulate in a Water Egg ?

Viktor Schauberger and science since has observed that differences in temperature as little as a 
tenth of a degree move water molecules into different structures, which separate into layers with 
different hydrogen and oxygen content and pH.

Warmth naturally rises and cool descends and the shape of the egg holds less water at one end 
which puts the squeeze on and moves the water.

Why is Clay the best material for a Water Egg ?

Clay has almost the same minerals and electrolytes as those in body and is thus very healthy for the 
body. Earth energies within the clay transfer to water giving it structure. Different clay and earth 
minerals bring appropriate properties to eggs for different purposes, such as wine and water.



Clay is largely silica quartz which has the same structure as water and a particular affinity for it. 
Structured water is the Elixir of All Life so nature filters it, recharges it, re-energises and structures 
water by flowing it through, over and around silica, the most abundant mineral in the earth.

Clay ceramics are hard, durable, and can be glazed, making them easier to keep clean. Clay can also
be made in a way that lets water evaporate through the walls of Water Egg. This keeps the water 
cooler and creates additional circulation which adds the vortex spiral structure we want, to water. 

What about Glass ?

Glass, is liquid silica. It structures water, like clay ceramic but lacks the ability to breathe. 

And Natures Design ?

300, 500 and 700ml glass drink bottles with PHI, "Flower of Life" and "Thankyou" create smooth, 
tasty water. Protective natural cork surrounds secured with natural rubber and tops made of wood or
bio-plastic keep everything natural and sustainable.  Cork has hexagonal structure like quartz, that 
resonantly structures water.  300ml Baby's Milk and Hot Drink bottles accept boiling hot water.

120ml (spice), and 500ml, 1.3ml and 2.3ml carafes with same shape play music to water and give it 
a delightful twin vortex, double helix, when it is poured out.They have glass or shungite sphere tops

Natures Design 5 litre Beauty and 10 litre Universe Water Carafes are the largest quartz PHI based 
water dispensers. Their lighter weight gives them lower price, with shipping included. Made of 
borosilicate glass, same as Baby's and Hot Drink bottles, they accept boiling hot water.  They have 
platinum Flower of Life and an inner tube to hold crystals and paramagnetic earth resonance blends.

Nature's Design won its Eco-award for totally natural construction and its craftsmanship rivals that 
of Water Eggs. Natures Design recycles and uses highest quality quartz glass. The late Dr Masaru 
Emoto's method is used to see which crystal each product makes.For more see: NaturesDesign.nz
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What Transformation Can I Expect In My Water ?

Unstructured amorphous shapes of tap water become hexagonal snowflakes designs.

Can my Egg Breathe when its Glazed?

The glazing on the surfaces of Water Eggs allow evaporation that circulates water by cooling it as it
touches the outside. This allows water to breathe and supports PHI circulation that structures it.

Which Way Up Should My Egg Be?

You may have noticed that hen's eggs almost always have one end more pointed than the other; and 
in the egg carton they are upright, one way or the other.

With its broadest surface (larger curves) lowest an Egg is in its yin position.
An egg with its broadest surface (larger curves) uppermost is in its yang position.

Hen eggs keep their energy and store for longest periods in yin position.

Having more of the body closer to the earth is characteristic of feminine energy. The feminine 
pelvis, which holds the womb in which eggs grow is broader and closer to the earth than the 
masculine pelvis. 

Water and GAIA, Mother Earth are feminine in character. Water likes to be held by earth and earth 
energies hold and shape water.

Having more water lower down also creates more stability for the egg.  Most Water Eggs are built 
to sit "bottom down" in yin position.

Each makes the best position for your water egg, broad end down.

Adding Intention

In health, healing, communication and relationship intention has even more effect than which way 
up, or the accuracy of shapes, words or points used.

When we say we love water (as Emoto did) or another person without feeling its truth in our hearts 
that water or other person responds not to the words, but to the feeling.



Treating the "wrong" area on the body with the right intention usually heals the body more than 
getting it "right" without appreciation, gratitude, compassion and the intention on healing they give.

When all is said and done it is the heartfelt thoughts and feelings that count

When we perceive a Water Egg with its broadest surface lowermost to be like the feminine womb 
then the egg will impregnate the water with feminine energy in response to that thought as 
intention.

If one perceives the same broadest-surface-lowermost-egg to be "small point upward" as phallic, 
masculine, thoughts of that will add masculine energy, which points in that direction, to the water.

Which Way Up ?

Whatever our thoughts and intentions are the Earth and Heavens will
also affect our Egg and the water it makes. From the perspective of 
Living Sacred Geometry having water closer to the earth that holds it
is most appropriate.

How is the Water Egg Jug Filled and Will It Drip?

Turned bottom up the Water Egg Jug is filled from a tap until water comes out the spout then turned
upright. It does not drip. See this demonstrated in Youtube video: https://youtu.be/tYXwBEStfx8

Note: Our larger Water Eggs are filled from top. The 4.3 litre Water Egg has a ceramic lid.

What is the best temperature to Structure Water ?

Is it best to keep water in a cool location. Viktor Schauberger, Gerald Pollack, cool springs and 
forest mountain streams everywhere have show that water has the most E-Z hexagonal and vortex 
structure at 4°C (39.2°F) the temperature most fridges operate at.  Special micropores in select 
ceramic Water Eggs allow evaporation to keep water cooler than surrounding room temperature.

Where can I find more information ?

UnityConscious.org/harmonising-energies#carafes
UnityConscious.org/harmonising-energies#water-eggs
UnityConscious.org/sacred-geometry
NaturesDesign.in and NaturesDesign.nz
VortexWater.co.nz
Email: david@naturesdesign.nz
Phone: +64 211 22 0910

Harmonising Energies and Natures Design NZ
239 Waitati Valley Rd, RD 2, WAITATI 9085
New Zealand
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